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The coupling between arbitrarily positioned and oriented split ring resonators is investigated up to

THz frequencies. Two different analytical approaches are used, one based on circuits and the other

on field quantities that includes retardation. These are supplemented by numerical simulations and

experiments in the GHz range, and by simulations in the THz range. The field approach makes it

possible to determine separately the electric and magnetic coupling coefficients which, depending on

orientation, may reinforce or may cancel each other. Maps of coupling are produced for arbitrary

orientations of two co-planar split rings resonant at around 2 GHz and then with the geometry scaled

down to be resonant at around 100 THz. We prove that the inertia of electrons at high frequencies

results in a dramatic change in the maps of coupling, due to reduction of the magnetic contribution.

Our approach could facilitate the design of metamaterials in a wide frequency range up to the

saturation of the resonant frequency. VC 2012 American Institute of Physics.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4711092]

I. INTRODUCTION

Metamaterials are artificially created structures with

unusual electric and magnetic properties that are difficult or

impossible to find in nature. The initial upsurge of interest

was triggered by verifications of new phenomena which

come about when negative permeability and negative per-

mittivity can be simultaneously realized in the same fre-

quency band,1–3 including the concept of the perfect lens.4

New potential applications (e.g., invisibility cloaks) have

been emerging at a high rate, and considerable progress has

been made on both the theoretical5 and experimental6,7

fronts.

The building blocks of metamaterials are resonant ele-

ments much smaller than the wavelength of the electromag-

netic wave which can be seen as “artificial atoms” with strong

electric and/or magnetic response to the electromagnetic

radiation. The main advantage of metamaterials over naturally

occurring materials is that their electromagnetic properties can

be designed and controlled by choosing the shape of the

elements and the way they are arranged within the

structure.8–10 However, not only the resonant properties of

single elements11,12 influence the electromagnetic response of

a metamaterial structure but also coupling between the

resonators can change the effective parameters, inducing a

strong spatial dispersion.13,14 Another effect is that inter-

element coupling gives rise to slow waves. They have been

introduced in 2002 under the name of magnetoinductive

waves,15,16 pointing out the magnetic nature of the capaci-

tively loaded loops interaction.17 Magnetoinductive waves are

also known as magnetic plasmons18–20 and magnetization

waves.21 If the interaction between the resonators appears to

have electric character, the corresponding term is electroin-

ductive wave.22,23 Depending on the sign of the coupling coef-

ficient, these waves can have positive or negative group

velocity.24 Coupling effects have potential in applications

such as magnetoinductive lens,25–28 amplifiers for MRI,29

polarizers,30 etc. Obviously, to be able to effectively employ

metamaterials for the manipulation of the electromagnetic

fields, it is crucial to understand their “microscopic” proper-

ties, i.e., the way how the electric and magnetic fields are cre-

ated and the details of the coupling mechanism between the

elements. A microscopic investigation of this kind has been

recently undertaken by Powell et al.31 using singly split rings

as the resonant elements. They employed the axial configura-

tion with two elements and investigated the effect of the rota-

tion of one element relative to the other on the strength and

sign of coupling.

In this paper, we employ a method of calculating inter-

element coupling coefficients for arbitrarily assembled 3D

split-ring metamaterials to account for the major scenarios

occurring in a range from GHz to near infrared. By separately

evaluating electric and magnetic contributions to the coupling

coefficient, we are able to map the inter-element coupling for

arbitrary positions and orientations of the elements. The paper

is organized as follows. We present an analytical model for

working out the coupling between arbitrarily positioned and

oriented split rings in Sec. II, using both a circuit and a field

approach. In Sec. III, a variety of configurations is systemati-

cally analyzed in the GHz and THz frequency regimes. Con-

clusions are drawn in Sec. IV.a)e.shamonina@imperial.ac.uk.
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II. COUPLED RESONATORS: THEORY

A. Circuit approach

The elements studied in this paper are singly split metal

rings as shown in Fig. 1(a), where R is the inner radius, w is

the wall thickness, h is the wall height, and g is the gap

width. They can be modeled by equivalent LCR circuits (Fig.

1(b)). Our main interest is to find out how two such rings are

coupled to each other for arbitrary orientations and assess

the relative significance of magnetic and electric couplings.

Our element, as may be expected, will exhibit a single reso-

nance. When two such elements are brought close to each

other, the coupling between them manifests itself in a split of

the resonance, a well known phenomenon. Assuming two

arbitrarily positioned elements, there can be both electric and

magnetic coupling, and, if the rings are in direct contact,

conductive coupling is present as well.32 The magnetic and

electric coupling coefficients for two identical split rings can

be defined with the aid of the coupled LCR circuits shown in

Fig. 1(c) as

jH ¼
2M

L
; jE ¼

2C

K
; (1)

where L and C are the self-inductance and self-capacitance

and M and K are the mutual inductance and the mutual ca-

pacitance, respectively. In general, depending on the relative

position and orientation of two such elements, and on their

individual properties, either of the coupling coefficients may

become dominant. Note also that both coupling coefficients

may be complex quantities due to retardation.

The theoretical approach can start with a Lagrangian for

two coupled split rings that can be written as

L ¼ Lð _q1
2 þ _q2

2Þ
2

� q2
1 þ q2

2

2C
þM _q1 _q2 �

q1q2

K
; (2)

where ql is the charge on the capacitor in element l
(l ¼ 1; 2) and the dot denotes the time derivative. Next, we

use the Euler equation for driven dissipative systems (see,

e.g., Ref. 18)

d

dt

@L
@ _ql

� �
� @L
@ql
¼ Vl � R0 _ql ; (3)

where the expression on the right hand side represents gener-

alized forces for element l due to the driving voltage Vl and

the dissipation of energy due to losses (term with the resist-

ance R0). Using Eq. (3), we may convert Eq. (2) into a set of

two differential equations in terms of the currents, Il ¼ _ql .

For harmonic time variation in the form expð�ixtÞ, we can

perform the operations in Eq. (3) to arrive at Kirchhoff’s

voltage equations

Z0I1 � ix MI2 �
1

ixK
I2 ¼ V1;

Z0I2 � ix MI1 �
1

ixK
I1 ¼ V2; (4)

where

Z0 ¼ R0 � ixL� 1

ixC
¼ �ixL

i

Q0
þ 1� x2

0

x2

� �
(5)

is the self-impedance, x0 ¼ 1=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
LC
p

is the resonant fre-

quency, and

Q0 ¼ Q
x
x0

; with Q ¼ x0L

R0

(6)

being the quality factor. Assuming asymmetric excitation

with only element 1 driven (V1 ¼ V0, V2 ¼ 0), we obtain for

the frequency dependence of the currents

I1 ¼ �
iV0

D
xL� 1

xC
þ i

Q0

� �
;

I2 ¼ �
iV0

D
xM � 1

xK

� �
; (7)

with

D ¼ xL� 1

xC
þ i

Q0

� �2

� xM � 1

xK

� �2

: (8)

By measuring, or obtaining from simulation, the ratio I2=I1

as a function of frequency, the total coupling coefficient,

jtotal ¼ jH � jE, can be determined

�2
I2

I1

1� x2
0

x2
þ i

Q0

� �
¼ jH � jE

x2
0

x2
� jH � jE (9)

but not the contributions of magnetic and electric coupling

separately.

B. Field approach

Our intention here is to determine the coupling coeffi-

cient with the aid of the charge and current densities in the

split rings. We can start with some well known relationship33

FIG. 1. Singly split metal ring resonator (a) and its equivalent circuit (b).

Equivalent circuit for two coupled rings. Both electric (K) and magnetic (M)

couplings are assumed (c).
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between magnetic energy, Wm, current, ~J , and vector poten-

tial, ~A, in the form

Wm ¼
1

2

ð
~A � ~Jds; (10)

where ds is a volume element. The expression for the vector

potential in terms of current densities is also well known.

When retardation is included, the vector potential can be

expressed in terms of the current that creates it as

~Að~rÞ ¼ l0

4p

ð ~Jð~r0 Þeikj~r�~r0 j

j~r �~r0 j
ds0; (11)

where l0 is the free-space permeability, k is the free-space

wave number, ~r and ~r0 are position vectors of the vector

potential and of the current density, respectively. We may

now substitute Eq. (11) into Eq. (10) to obtain the full

expression for the magnetic energy. But, before we do so, we

note that our interest is restricted to the mutual magnetic

energy that can then be written as

Wm;mut ¼
1

2

ð
ð~A1 � ~J2 þ ~A2 � ~J1Þds; (12)

where ~J1 and ~J2 are the current densities in rings 1 and 2, ~A1

is the vector potential created by current in ring 1, and ~A2 is

the vector potential created by the current in ring 2. Due to

symmetry,
Ð
~A1 � ~J2ds ¼

Ð
~A2 � ~J1ds hence the mutual mag-

netic energy can be expressed as a double integral

Wm;mut ¼
l0

4p

ð ð ~J1ð~r1Þ � ~J2ð~r2Þeikj~r1�~r2j

j~r1 �~r2j
ds1ds2; (13)

with integration over volumes of both rings only. Here, dsl is

the volume element of ring l and ~rl is its position vector.

Note that a simplified version of this expression, disregard-

ing the retardation term eikj~r1�~r 2j, has been widely used (see,

e.g., Refs. 33 and 34).

Next, we introduce the often used approximation that

the current density is to be replaced by a filament current, ~I ,

i.e., we ignore the variation of the current density across the

cross section. Then, Eq. (13) takes the form

Wm;mut ¼
l0

4p

ð ð~I1ð~r1Þ �~I2ð~r2Þeikj~r1�~r2j

j~r1 �~r2j
ds1ds2; (14)

where dsl is the line element along the filament (see Fig.

2(a)). Let us recall that the mutual inductance is defined as

Wm;mut ¼ MI1I2; (15)

where, of course, the total currents I1 and I2 (that includes

the displacement current as well) are independent of space.

Considering that the total current is conserved along the pe-

rimeter of the ring, our final expression for the mutual in-

ductance M takes the form

M ¼ l0

4p

ð ð~In1ð~r1Þ �~In2ð~r2Þeikj~r1�~r2j

j~r1 �~r2j
ds1ds2; (16)

where ~Inl are now dimensionless quantities reaching their

maximum value of unity for the angular coordinate h ¼ 0

(see Fig. 1(a)).

The mutual electric energy may be obtained by an anal-

ogous derivation in which the scalar potential and the charge

density are used. It comes to a similar double integral

We;mut ¼
1

4pe0

ð ð
q1ð~r1Þq2ð~r2Þeikj~r1�~r 2j

j~r1 �~r2j
ds1ds2; (17)

where e0 is the free-space permittivity. Note that a simplified

version of this expression, disregarding the retardation term

eikj~r 1�~r2j, has been widely used (see, e.g., Refs. 33 and 34).

In terms of circuit quantities

We;mut ¼
1

K
Q1Q2; (18)

where Ql ¼ Qc is the total charge on one half (between the

gap and the half-point where the charge is zero) of ring l.
Changing now to line charge and taking the integration over

the perimeter of the ring, the mutual capacitance may be

obtained as

K�1 ¼ 1

4pe0

ð ð
qLn1ð~r1ÞqLn2ð~r2Þeikj~r1�~r2j

j~r1 �~r2j
ds1ds2; (19)

FIG. 2. Top view of the pair of arbitrarily oriented split rings in the planar

configuration (a). Configurations in the u1 � u2 plane showing schemati-

cally the positions “near,” “far,” “equal,” “reversed,” “near-far,” “near-up,”

and “far-up” (b).
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where qLnl are the normalized line charges. For evaluating

the integrals, we need functional relationships for the fila-

ment currents and for the charge distribution. For finding the

coupling coefficients, we need the self-capacitance and self-

inductance of the rings and also the expression for the

charge. These can be calculated analytically on the basis of

the paper by Allen and Segre35 who found analytically the

electric field distribution in an infinitely thin split metallic

cylinder. The expressions derived were extended by Sydoruk

et al.11 for a ring of finite size. Further generalizations were

affected by Delgado et al.36 by including kinetic inductance.

The charge distribution in the split ring is given as

qLðhÞ ¼
hþ w

p
e0V0 tan

h
2

for h � hg; (20)

where 6hg are the coordinates of the gap (see Fig. 1(a)).

Integrating Eq. (20) over h from 0 to hg will give the total

charge Qc in the form

Qc ¼ 2R
hþ w

p
e0 V0 ln sin

g

4R

� �
: (21)

With the aid of the continuity equation, we find the current as

IðhÞ ¼ �ix2R
hþ w

p
e0 V0 ln

cos
hg

2

cos
h
2

0
B@

1
CA; (22)

satisfying the boundary condition that the current vanishes at

the gap, i.e., Ið6hgÞ ¼ 0, and, of course, there is no conduc-

tion current in the gap. The maximum of Eq. (22) occurs at

h ¼ 0. Hence, the normalized current is of the form

InðhÞ ¼ ln
cos

hg

2

cos
h
2

0
B@

1
CAln�1 cos

hg

2

� �
: (23)

The approximate values of the self-inductance and self-

capacitance are

L ¼ l0R ln
8R

hþ w
� 1

2

� �
(24)

and

C ¼ e0

ðwþ gÞðhþ gÞ
g

þ 2ðhþ wÞ
p

ln
4R

g

� �
: (25)

We wish to emphasize the advantage of the field method

over the circuit method: we are able to separately determine

the magnetic and electric contributions to the total coupling

coefficient, gaining an insight into the relative importance of

the two coupling mechanisms.

III. ORIENTATIONAL MAPS

A. Microwave regime

We are now in a position to determine analytically all

three coupling coefficients of interest: the electric, the

magnetic, and the total coupling coefficient. We take as an

example two arbitrarily oriented co-planar split rings of inner

radius, R ¼ 10 mm, wall thickness, w ¼ 0:1R, wall height,

h ¼ 0:5 R, and gap width of g ¼ 0:15 R at a distance

d ¼ 24 mm between the centers of the rings. The orientation

of the rings is specified by the coordinates u1 and u2 as

shown in Fig. 2(a). Some of the configurations for certain

discrete values of u1 and u2 are displayed in Fig. 2(b). For

example, the “near” configuration, when the gaps are near to

each other, has the coordinates u1 ¼ u2 ¼ p.

The amplitude and phase of the analytically obtained

coupling coefficients (total, electric, magnetic) are shown in

Fig. 3. As expected, the maximum overall coupling occurs in

the “near” case. It may also be seen that, depending on the

relative orientation, the total coupling may be dominated ei-

ther by its electric part (e.g., in the configuration “near”) or

by its magnetic part (e.g., in the configuration “far”), as can

be conveniently deduced from the maps for jH and �jE.

The coupling coefficients in Fig. 3 are bound to be complex

due to retardation. In contrast when retardation is disre-

garded, all the coupling coefficients must be real, positive, or

negative. The corresponding orientational maps are shown in

Fig. 4. As expected, the maximum negative coupling is

observed for the configuration “far.” Some of the results are

though unexpected. In spite of the rings being in the planar

configuration, the magnetic coupling is not everywhere

FIG. 3. GHz regime. Analytically calculated orientational maps including

retardation (R ¼ 10 mm, d ¼ 24 mm, and f0 ¼ 1:874 GHz) showing the total

coupling coefficient (jtotal ¼ jH � jE, top), and its magnetic (jH , 2nd row)

and electric (�jE, bottom) contributions for the configurations of Fig. 2.

Left: amplitude; right: phase of the coupling coefficient.
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negative. For example, in the configuration “near” the mag-

netic coupling is positive although weak. This can be

explained from the magnetic field distribution created by a

single ring. In the case of a closed metallic coil, the induced

magnetic field just outside the ring would always be opposed

to the field just inside the ring: this would result in a negative

magnetic coupling coefficient if another ring were placed

just outside. However, due to the gap in the ring, the mag-

netic field may “leak” outside37 and the coupling may

become positive. It follows then that for a slightly tilted con-

figuration, the magnetic coupling will be zero and this is

indeed borne out by the maps of Fig. 4.

Next, let us look at the electric coupling without retarda-

tion (Fig. 4, 3rd row). As expected, the strongest positive

coupling is for the configuration “near.” In the configuration

“far” and “equal,” the coupling is positive, but in the config-

uration “reverse,” it is negative. Thus, in the configuration

“near,” the magnetic and electric coupling, both being posi-

tive, reinforce each other, whereas in the configuration

“reversed,” both terms are negative, again, reinforcing each

other. In the configurations “far” and “equal,” the coupling is

dominated by the magnetic interaction, but the electric inter-

action acts in the opposite direction thus reducing the total

coupling. An interesting situation occurs for two configura-

tions with the gaps oriented perpendicular to each other,

“near-up” and “far-up,” employed in Refs. 38 and 39 in con-

structing a metamaterial polarizing sheet. As can be seen

from Fig. 4 in the “far-up” configuration, the coupling is

mostly magnetic and negative; whereas in the “near-up” con-

figuration, it is mostly electric and negative.

Retardation does not change dramatically this picture

(cf. Figs. 3 and 4), but its effect is more pronounced for ori-

entations with weak coupling. The configurations “near” and

“far” are the ones least affected by retardation. This makes

good sense: close proximity of the dominant charges (or cur-

rents) has two consequences: strong electric (or magnetic)

coupling coefficient but also small retardation effect. The

effect of retardation is however quite strong (phase change

in jtotal more than p=5 relative to the case without retarda-

tion) in those cases, where jH and �jE are either both too

weak (e.g., configurations “near-up” and “near-far”) or

where the two contributions have opposite signs and nearly

cancel each other (e.g., configuration “equal”).

We have also determined the total coupling coefficient

from CST simulations40 for 21� 21 different u1 � u2 com-

binations. Two split rings were simulated at a frequency of

f ¼ 1:874 GHz assuming a quality factor of 27.6. One of the

rings was excited by a current source in the gap. The result-

ant currents were obtained by probes monitoring the mag-

netic fields in the centres of the elements. We need to

emphasize here that determining the currents is not sufficient

for finding separately the electric and magnetic coupling

coefficients. On the other hand, we are able to find the total

coupling coefficient by substituting the values of the currents

into Eq. (9). It may be seen in Fig. 5 that all the main features

of the analytical solution are reproduced by the numerical

one. We need to emphasize that this is genuine agreement;

there is not a single free fitting parameter in the procedure.

The only difference between the analytical and numerical

data is a slight asymmetry of the latter relative to the diago-

nal axis seen in Fig. 5. This is due to the asymmetry of the

excitation—independently of the relative position of the two

split rings, the left one was always excited.

We have done so far the calculations for one separation

of d ¼ 24 mm between the elements. Obviously, the cou-

pling is bound to decline as the separation increases. One

would expect that other features, e.g., the dependence of cou-

pling on the orientation of the elements will not be strongly

affected. This is borne out by the plots shown in Fig. 6 for

d ¼ 34 mm (cf. Fig. 3). Here, however, a better agreement

between the analytical calculations and the simulated/

FIG. 4. Effect of retardation. Analytically calculated orientational maps of

the coupling coefficient for the same parameters as in Fig. 3 except with

retardation being switched off.

FIG. 5. Numerically calculated orientational maps of the total coupling in

the GHz regime for the same parameters as in Fig. 3.
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experimental results may be expected: the larger the separa-

tion, the more valid the filament model.

Further studies of the effect of separation have shown

little of interest, but one point is worth mentioning namely

the effect upon the “near” configuration. We know that the

dominant contribution there is from the electric coupling, but

this coupling happens to decline with distance faster than the

magnetic one so that at a distance twice the element diameter

both contributions become equally important. Being practi-

cally in phase, the magnetic and electric coupling reinforce

each other acquiring an additional phase due to the retarda-

tion as the distance increases.

We have also performed a series of measurements on

two coupled split rings of the same geometry as in the nu-

merical simulations and retrieved the coupling coefficient

from the circuit model discussed in Sec. III A. The setups

used in experiment consist of a transmitter antenna exciting

one of the two identical rings lying in the same plane and a

receiving antenna detecting the field under the rings. A

detailed description of the setup can be found in Ref. 37.

Thus, at that particular frequency range, we have, in addition

to analytical and numerical data, experimental data as well.

Note that from experiments, as well as from numerical simu-

lation data, only the total coupling coefficient can be calcu-

lated with the aid of the circuit model.

Comparisons between the various methods are shown in

Fig. 7 where the amplitudes of the coupling coefficients are

plotted as functions of u2=p for three different values of

u1 ¼ p=2, 3p=4, and p in subplots of (a), (b), and (c), respec-

tively. The electric and magnetic coupling coefficients calcu-

lated analytically are shown by thin dotted lines in red and

blue, respectively. The experimental points are denoted by

crosses, the simulated ones by small circles, and the analytical

results for the total coupling coefficient by a thick black line.

The crosses, circles, and the thick black line are in excellent

agreement. The agreement with the analytical results is good

in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b) although somewhat worse in Fig. 7(c).

In particular for the “near” configuration, the total coupling

coefficient is considerably higher from the analytical expres-

sion than from simulation. The likely reason is that this is the

case when the strongest interaction occurs so the approxima-

tions introduced in calculating the current and charge distribu-

tions in the individual elements are less valid. We may

however claim in general that our analytical model is capable

of predicting the coupling strength and separate the electric

and magnetic contributions. All salient features of the cou-

pling are well reproduced.

B. THz regime

It has been shown experimentally some time ago that

split rings as metamaterial elements are still effective at THz

FIG. 6. Effect of separation. Analytically calculated orientational maps for

the same parameters as in Fig. 3 except for d ¼ 34 mm.

FIG. 7. GHz regime (R ¼ 10 mm, d ¼ 24 mm, and f0 ¼ 1:874 GHz). Meas-

ured, simulated, and analytically calculated coupling coefficients vs. u2 for

u1 ¼ 0:5p (a), 0:75p (b), and p (c).
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frequencies.41 It was shown by Zhou et al.42, Klein et al.,43

and Tretyakov44 that as the size of the elements declines the

frequency increases until saturation eventually sets in. The

reason is the inertia of the electrons flowing in a metal struc-

ture. Inertia of the electrons means that the current appears

only after a certain delay following excitation, the effect sim-

ilar to that produced by a magnetic field. Hence, the effect

can be simply accounted for by an additional inductance, the

so-called kinetic inductance (see, e.g., Ref. 45), which within

the Drude model can for the split ring be approximated by

Lkin ¼
2pR

whx2
pe0

; (26)

where xp is the plasma frequency, so that the expression for

the resonant frequency takes the form

f0 ¼
1

2p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðLmag þ LkinÞC

p : (27)

Our intention in this section is to demonstrate that at

high frequencies not only the resonant frequency but also

the inter-element coupling undergoes dramatic changes as

the kinetic inductance becomes significant due to the small

dimensions.

Are there additional considerations as the frequency

increases that need to be taken into account apart from the

inertia of the electrons? One consequence of the saturation

of the resonance due to the electron’s inertia is a reduction of

the effect of radiative losses as element’s dimensions

become smaller relative to the wavelength. On the other

hand, an opposite effect that arises when scaling down the

dimensions at higher frequencies is a dramatic increase of

loss due to boundary scattering which becomes important

when the electrons’ mean free path exceeds the size of the

element (see, e.g., Refs. 46 and 47). In addition, the effect of

reduced size is that the boundaries can no longer be regarded

as planes: surface roughness must be taken into account.47

Both effects due to boundary scattering could be incorpo-

rated into the model by including an additional resistance.

However, this additional loss will not affect our conclusions

regarding coupling between the elements and we disregard it

here in order not to obscure the main argument. We shall

now concentrate upon the effect of kinetic inductance

because that is the major factor: it is the one that makes the

THz regime different from the GHz regime.

At GHz frequencies, we were entitled to use for self-

inductance in Eq. (1) only the magnetic inductance obtained,

e.g., analytically from Eq. (24)

jH ¼
2M

L
¼ 2M

Lmag

ðGHzÞ: (28)

At THz frequencies, we have to include into the expres-

sion for the self-inductance the kinetic inductance from Eq.

(26) as well

jH ¼
2M

L
¼ 2M

Lmag þ Lkin

ðTHzÞ: (29)

Figure 8 aims to illustrate schematically the transition

from the GHz to the THz regime. Figure 8(a) shows the

effect of the scaling down on the competition between the

magnetic inductance and the kinetic inductance, allowing to

identify both regimes where either of the contributions to the

inductance dominate: Lmag > Lkin (GHz regime) and Lmag <
Lkin (THz regime). Figure 8(b) shows the familiar variation

of the resonant frequency with element size exhibiting a dis-

tinct behaviour in both regimes: linear variation with inverse

dimension (GHz regime) and saturation (THz regime). Fig-

ure 8(c) shows the magnitude of the magnetic coupling con-

stant, predicting that upon entering the THz regime the

magnetic coupling would gradually vanish as the kinetic in-

ductance takes over.

To verify the validity of the approximate Eq. (26), we

have determined the kinetic inductance also by the following

method. For a given split ring, we found first the resonant

frequency from simulations assuming perfect electric con-

ductors, a model that cannot account for kinetic inductance.

Next, we assume the permittivity of silver as taken by the

Drude model with plasma frequency, xp ¼ 1:35 � 1016 rad/s,

and collision frequency, c ¼ 33 THz, and carry out the simu-

lation again. This, being a realistic model, gives correctly the

actual resonant frequency. From the two resonant frequen-

cies, the ratio of kinetic to magnetic inductance can be

determined.

FIG. 8. Scaling down from GHz to THz. (a) Magnetic, kinetic, and total in-

ductance from Eqs. (24) and (26). (b) Resonant frequency from Eq. (27). (c)

Magnetic coupling strength from Eq. (29).
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In order to find analytically the coupling coefficient, we

only need to add the kinetic inductance to the magnetic induct-

ance and we can use the same expression. We performed these

calculations for 12 different rings of the same shape

(w ¼ 0:1 R, h ¼ 0:5 R, g ¼ 0:15 R) gradually reducing the

inner radius R from 10 mm to 80 nm. For the ring with

R ¼ 80 nm, the resonant frequency is 96.65 THz, close to the

saturation frequency of 107 THz. Further scaling down hardly

changes the coupling maps; therefore, it is the smallest ring we

need to consider. We shall now plot in Figs. 9 and 10 the ori-

entational maps at this frequency, analogous to those plotted in

Figs. 3 and 5, respectively. The total coupling coefficient cal-

culated from the analytical model is shown in the top row of

Fig. 9, and the one determined from the numerical model in

Fig. 10. The agreement is quite good. The magnetic and elec-

tric coupling coefficients calculated from the analytical model

are shown in the 2nd and 3rd row of Fig. 9, respectively.

For this particular size of the element the kinetic induct-

ance is 4.87 times larger than the magnetic inductance (very

close to the analytical value of 4.64 from Eqs. (24) and (26)),

the result is a dramatic reduction of the magnitude of the mag-

netic coupling, namely, by the factor ðLmag þ LkinÞ=Lmag ¼
5:87 (note the different scale used on the color map for mag-

netic coupling). As a consequence, the total coupling for most

configurations is due to the electric contribution only. Another

consequence of the saturation of the resonance due to the elec-

tron’s inertia is a dramatic reduction of the effect of retarda-

tion. This is not surprising; after all, the ratio of the mean ring

diameter to the wavelength reduces from 0.13 for the GHz

split ring to 0.05 for the THz split ring.

The total coupling coefficients obtained from simulation

and from the analytical results are compared in Fig. 11. The

agreement is good except, as in previous examples, in the

FIG. 9. THz regime. Analytically calculated orientational maps (R ¼ 80 nm,

d ¼ 192 nm, and f0 ¼ 96:65 THz).

FIG. 10. THz regime. Numerically calculated orientational maps of the total

coupling coefficient for the same parameters as in Fig. 9.

FIG. 11. THz regime (R ¼ 80 nm, d ¼ 192 nm, and f0 ¼ 96:65 THz). Simu-

lated and analytically calculated coupling coefficients vs. u2 for u1 ¼ 0:5p
(a), 0:75p (b), and p (c).
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“near” configuration. The peak value is actually 0.75, about

the same value as obtained in the GHz regime.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Split-ring resonator is the workhorse of metamaterials

research. Hence, it would be greatly beneficial to know all its

properties in the whole frequency range up to the saturation

of the resonant frequency. We have performed a fundamental

piece of research by finding the coupling coefficients

between split rings in any position or orientation relative to

each other. We have approached the problem from four dif-

ferent directions: two of them analytical relying on circuits

and fields (including retardation and kinetic inductance), the

third one is simulation, and the fourth one is measurement.

The results for co-planar arbitrarily oriented rings have been

presented in the form of orientational maps offering both the

amplitude and phase of all three coupling coefficients: elec-

tric, magnetic, and total. Good quantitative agreement for the

total coupling coefficients has been obtained between results

acquired by different methods for all configurations except

the “near” one where the agreement is only qualitative. It has

been shown that depending on orientation, the magnetic and

electric couplings may reinforce each other or may act in op-

posite directions. In the absence of retardation, the coupling

coefficients can only be positive or negative, but when retar-

dation is included the coupling coefficient, as may be

expected, becomes complex. The retardation effect is shown

to be much reduced for the ring investigated in the THz re-

gime near to saturation of the resonant frequency. We have

proven that the inertia of electrons, noticeable in the THz re-

gime, is responsible not only for the saturation of the reso-

nant frequency but also for the dramatic reduction of the

magnitude of the magnetic coupling, as the geometry is

scaled down. Our method is easily adjustable to meta-atoms

of arbitrary shape if, instead of relying on analytical approxi-

mate expressions for charge and current distribution on a sin-

gle element, numerical values are used. Our approach will

facilitate the design of metamaterials in a wide frequency

range up to the saturation of the resonant frequency.
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